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SAFETY SECTION

The iT401 Alarm Module can be safely operated when the instructions in this manual are carefully followed.

This section summarizes the safety considerations.  Reminders, in the form described below, will appear in the
detailed instructions to assure operator awareness of these safety considerations. Qualified personnel should operate
and maintain this module only after becoming thoroughly familiar with this manual.

WARNING: This symbol is used in the instruction manual where operator safety
must be considered.  The instruction manual should be consulted and
read carefully.

CAUTION: This symbol is used when caution is needed to prevent damage to
equipment.  It is used where careful attention to certain procedures
described in the instruction manual is needed.  This symbol is also
used to emphasize procedures other than normal operating procedures.

SAFETY SUMMARY

1. Make sure that the iT401 is properly grounded to a good earth ground.

2. Do not expose this equipment to rain or moisture.

3. Lethal AC voltage may be present at some of the iT401 connectors due to relay connection circuits.

4. Use common sense and avoid haste!
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1.0 Theory of Operation
The iT401 alarm module accepts data from any of the Intelligent Transmitter (iT100/200-series) vibration modules
via the back plane TBUS connector. It uses the data to monitor the levels of vibration and activate relays according
to user-defined parameters. The 4-20 mA loop connection can function as an alternate signal source for a standard 4-
20 mA current loop signal.

Using the single 4-20 mA terminal connection, analog signal 4-20 mA data may be input to the module. The iT401
vibration alarm module will act on the 4-20 mA analog signal in the same way it would with the TBUS input signal
from any of the Intelligent Transmitter (iT100/200-series) vibration modules.

The iT401 contains three (3) form C contact relays. The relays can be activated according to the user-defined
parameters entered using the front panel controls. The contacts of these relays have 2-kilovolt isolation from the
circuit of the iT401.

The iT401 allows users to set three (3) separate
alarm functions and levels for the monitored
signals. The alarm levels are set as a percentage of
full scale from 1 to 99%.  Each alarm relay can be
programmed to alarm for signals increasing above
the setpoint (High alarm) or decreasing below the
setpoint (Low alarm). Each alarm can be
programmed with a time delay of 0 to 99 seconds
and a hysteresis as a percentage of full scale from 0
to 99%. Setting hysteresis equal to a level at “99-
minus-the-setpoint” makes the alarm relay into a
“latching” relay. Any of the three alarms could also
be defined as a “BOV” alarm. When operated as a
“BOV”1 alarm, the BOV is set as a voltage and the
“span” of the alarm window is adjusted in voltage.
The alarm will trip if the BOV is outside the span setpoints.

2.0  Product Description
While the iT401 alarm module is designed as an accessory to the Intelligent
Transmitter (iT100/200-series) vibration module it can also be used as a
general-purpose 4-20 mA loop sensor alarm module. Signals from any 4-20
mA source can be input to the front terminal. The Wilcoxon Intelligent
Transmitter (iT100/200-series) vibration modules can be interconnected using
the TBUS connection at the back of the module. The iT401 module is 22 mm
wide.

Power to operate the iT401 is supplied through the TBUS connector on the
rear of the module using an IT032 (a 22.5mm TBUS connector). The power
required is a nominal +24 Volts DC. If the iT401 is connected to an Intelligent
Transmitter (iT100/200-series) vibration module via the TBUS connector of
the iT100/200-series (IT031: 17.5mm TBUS connector), power is supplied through the iT100/200-series module.

If the iT401 is being operated in a “stand-alone” configuration, a TBUS cable connection terminal (IT033, IT034, or
IT035)2 is required. The power for the iT401 will be connected through these terminals.

                                                
1 “BOV” is the characteristic Bias Output Voltage of the IEPE type sensor attached to the input of the iT100/200-series module driving the
iT401.
2 IT033: 5-position cable-connector for TBUS direct-connection, male receptacle, cable comes in left side horizontal
   IT034: 5-position cable-connector for TBUS direct connection, female plug, cable comes in right side horizontal
   IT035: 5-position cable-connector for TBUS direct connection, female plug, cable comes in right side vertically

IT401                            IT032

IT033

Figure 2 - Alarm module and
TBUS connectors

Figure 1 - Alarms, hysteresis levels and delay actions
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2.1  Front Panel
The front panel of the iT401 holds the operating controls for the module.

The upper front panel has an embedded touch-control “MODE/RESET” switch for
resetting the module latched relays or selecting the programming mode.

Below that are the three Light Emitting Diode (LED) display lights. Each light
signifies the state and type of one of the alarms. An alarm can be defined as
“tripping” when a signal exceeds some set limit, or it can be set for decreasing signal
levels. A “Red” indicator means the alarm has activated for a level exceeding the set
point. A “Yellow” indicator means the signal has decreased below a defined alarm
level. An “Orange” indicator means the signal is outside the BOV band limits.

The center of the panel has a two-digit yellow LED 7-segment display with two (2)
decimal point indicators. During the programming mode both decimal points are
illuminated. In ‘normal’ operation while displaying the signal level in percentage of
fullscale neither decimal point will be illuminated. When the display is set to display
the equivalent loop input current, the right decimal point will be illuminated.

At the bottom of the panel are two (2) embedded touch-control “SETPOINT” switches. These are used to toggle
selections during the programming mode and for changing setpoints while programming. During ‘normal’ operation
these can be used to display the unit serial number and programming date (see manual section 5.1).

2.2  Right Side Label
The label on the right side identifies the connection of the iT401 module. The sixteen (16) terminal connections are
available on four (4) plug-in termination connectors.

Three of the connectors are for the relay contact connections. The small relay terminal wiring diagram shows the
identification of the relay connections. Each of the relay connections is
indicated by the number assigned for that relay, a “1”, “2”, or “3” shown on
the label. The two connectors at the upper side of the iT401 are for relays “1”
and “2” connections. Relay “3” is the connector just  below the front panel
while the lowest of the connectors is for the external reset and loop wiring
connection.

The fourth connector is used for the external reset input and external 4-20 mA
loop wiring connection. The 4-20 mA signal wiring can be configured, using
an internal jumper setting, as either an external 4-20 mA signal input or a 4-20
mA output to function as a loop signal repeater for the iT-series vibration transmitter modules.

2.3 Left Side Label
The left side label illustrates the TBUS interconnection wiring when the iT401
is used with any of the iT100/200-series vibration transmitter modules.

The TBUS is used to input the 24 VDC power required by the iT401 module.
If the iT401 is being used in a “stand-alone mode” without an iT100/200-
series vibration transmitter, the user will have to supply the 24 VDC power to
the TBUS connection. See section 3.2.1 of this manual for wiring details.

Figure 4 - Right Side Label

Figure 5 - Left Side Label

Figure 3 - Front Panel
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3.0 Installation
3.1 Jumper Selection for 4-20 mA Input / Output
The iT401 has an internal jumper that can be set by the user. This jumper
selects whether the 4-20 mA loop wiring connection of the iT401 is defined
as an “Input” or an “Output”. The case of the iT401 can be opened easily by
using a small screwdriver to “pop” the plastic latch as illustrated in the
figure. Slide the face and attached circuit board out to access the jumper.

When using the module independent from an iT100/200-series vibration
transmitter module for any 4-20 mA loop sensor the jumper must be set in
the “IN” position. The iT401 is shipped from Wilcoxon set to the “IN”
position.

In the “Output” position, the 4-20 mA connection will generate an
additional 4-20 mA output signal repeating the iT100/200-series vibration
transmitter 4-20 mA loop output.

After the jumper position has been changed, the iT401 can be closed by
sliding the circuit board back into the slots of the case and pushing the face
down until it “snaps” into place.

NOTE: Exercise care to ensure the circuit board
aligns with the slot in the back of the case
for the TBUS connection when re-inserting the board into the case.

3.2 Mounting and Removal
The iT401 alarm module mounts to a standard 35 mm DIN “T” rail.

The rear of the module has a clip that is spring-loaded. This clip holds the
module securely in place. The clip releases by using a flat-bladed screwdriver
inserted into the bottom slit of the clip to pull and release the clip attachment
to the lower DIN rail.

The module can be installed by placing the upper "hook" of the mount onto
the DIN rail, while keeping the TBUS connector aligned with the back of
the module, and gently "rocking" it into place until the latch "catches" on the
lower rail.

Removal requires a small, flat-bladed screwdriver. The blade must be less
than ¼ inch (6mm) in width to fit into the slot on the latch. Insert the blade
into the slot and gently "pry" the latch down until it releases from the DIN
rail, then lift the module releasing it from the DIN rail and TBUS connector.

Note: The user should disconnect the plugs from
the module before removing the module from
the DIN rail. All plug wiring should be well
marked to assure proper connections when
the module is re-installed.

Each module is 22.5 mm wide and therefore uses 22.5 mm of DIN rail length.

Figure 7 - Jumper for 4-20mA IN/OUT

Figure 9 - Installation / Removal

Figure 6 - Opening the iT401 case

Figure 8 - 35 mm “T” DIN rail
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3.3 Wiring

3.3.1 Power
The iT401 module is powered directly from the TBUS connector at the rear of
the module. The iT100/200-series vibration transmitter modules have an
interface connector at the rear for the TBUS and can provide power to the iT401
module. Powering the iT401 from the iT100/200-series requires two TBUS
connectors. One connector is for the connection of the iT100/200-series unit
TBUS (IT031) and the other for the iT401 module TBUS (IT032).

The label on the left side of the iT401 module illustrates the TBUS wiring of the
iT-series modules.

If the iT401 is used as an independent 4-20 mA alarm module with a 4-20 mA
loop input, then power must be applied using a special TBUS POWER
CONNECTION terminal connector (IT033, IT034, or IT035) with screw
terminal connections for the power.

A 24-Volt DC, nominal, supply voltage should be used to power the iT401
module. The power supply positive (+) output connects to the “+24V” terminal.
The power supply common (-) output connects to the “COM” terminal next to
the “+24V” connection on the same plug. A good earth ground should connect
to the “COM” terminal of the 4-20 mA loop input connector on the front of the
module. This insures the proper safety and operation of the transmitter module.

WARNING: Do NOT use the “COM” of any of the
alarm relay connections for the
ground. The relay COM terminal is
center pole of the two-position
switch. It is not connected to any
circuit “common” connection.

3.3.2 Alarm Relays
The alarm relay connections of the module are all similar. Each relay has a form C set of
contacts. They have single-pole, double-throw contacts. The “COM” is the center pole of
the switch, the “N.C.” is the normally closed contact, and the “N.O.” is the normally open
contact. The contacts are rated for 8 Amperes with a resistive load or 1/3 horsepower for
inductive loads.

3.3.3 External Reset
The iT401 module provides for an external reset function. This function is implemented by applying a contact
closure to the two (2) terminals labeled “Reset”.

The module does not require any programming to implement this capability.

3.3.4 Using the External 4-20 mA Input
The module may be driven by an external 4-20 mA signal applied to the “4-20 mA” terminal. This input has a 247-
Ohm resistor as the load for the 4-20 mA circuit.

To implement the external 4-20 mA signal input requires the user to select option “4.2.” during the programming of
the “Signal Input” selection and to change the input jumper position as outlined in section 3.1 on this manual.

Figure 10 - TBUS connectors
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4.0 Operation
Upon Power-up the iT401 will enter an initialization and display test state. The display LED segments and alarm
LEDs will illuminate in sequence until all segments and decimal points have been cycled three (3) times. After the
initialization and display cycle the module will enter a 60-second delay before the module will be in the “normal”
operating mode and actively displaying the signal level on the front panel two-digit LED. The delay allows sensors
to initialize and stabilize before the alarms become active. When the iT401 is operating with an iT100/200-series
module, the iT401 will also wait for the iT100/200-series module to complete its initialization sequence before the
alarm relays become active and display a count-down timer during the sequence.

If the user is making no changes to the operating mode settings the module is immediately ready for use.

If the user wishes to set any of the programmable items, section 4.1 describes how to enter the “Programming” mode
of operation.

All module settings are entered using the three front-panel membrane switches. When in the “Programming” mode,
the module will revert to “normal” display mode if no switches are pressed for more than ten (10) seconds.

NOTE: If any switch is depressed and held for more than sixty (60)
seconds, an error will be generated. This insures any front panel
switch that fails in the ‘closed’ state will be detected.

4.1 MODE / RESET Switch
Near the top of the panel is a switch marked with a “diamond” figure. It is labeled “MODE
RESET”. This switch has multiple purposes.

Depressing and releasing the “MODE/RESET” switch will place the iT401 module into the
“Programming” mode.

Holding the “MODE/RESET” switch depressed for more than four (4) seconds clears all
latched relays regardless of the signal level. The relays will re-latch after the time delay
period if the signal continues to exceed the alarm setpoint.

Once in the “Programming” mode, each time the “MODE/RESET” switch is depressed the
iT401 will index to the next program mode setting. If the user holds the “MODE/RESET”
switch depressed, the display will indicate the next program mode to be modified.

Refer to the program mode table in APPENDIX A of this guide for the program modes and
item setting options.

4.2 SETPOINT Switches
On the lower part of the front panel are two (2) “SETPOINT” switches. These switches are used to scroll through
the “Item” selections of each programming mode and to display the serial number and programming date when
operating in the ‘normal’ operating mode (see section 5.1).

NOTE: The scrolling operation does not always implement “roll-over” or
“roll-under” while selcting items. When the user selections reach
the end of a set of selection options under the “Item” selection, the
listing stops. The other switch must be used to go the other
direction through a list.

4.3 Entering the Programming Mode
Depressing and holding the “MODE/RESET” switch will result in the display of “P.P.” on the
front panel. This means the module is in the “Programming” mode.

If the “MODE/RESET” switch is released while this display is showing, the user will enter the

P.P.: 
 S.I.:

Figure 11 - Front Panel
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“Programming” mode. Immediately upon entering the “Programming” mode, the display will indicate “S.i.” for one
(1) second to indicate entering the “Signal Input” mode.

The user has the choice of selecting to use either the T-BUS connector for the signal source
[when connected to an Intelligent Transmitter (iT100/200-series) vibration module] or the 4-20
mA connector pin. The display will indicate “t.b.” for selecting the T-BUS or can be toggled to
“4.2” to select the “4-20 mA” connector pin.

Pressing the “MODE/RESET” switch will select the item choice indicated by the display and step to the next
programming “Mode” selection of the module.

Refer to APPENDIX A for the sequence of “Mode” selection and a detailed listing of each “Item” selection for each
programming “Mode” available. The user is advised to read APPENDIX A choices and make a copy of the
“APPENDIX B - Programming Worksheet Guide” to use for making notations of settings for use while in the
programming mode. Retaining the completed “APPENDIX B - Programming Worksheet Guide” will aid the user in
recalling settings for the module.

NOTE: If the user fails to press any front panel switches for ten (10)
seconds while in the “Programming” mode, the module will revert
to its “normal” display mode.

If the module has reverted to its “normal” display mode while the user was in the process of making programming
changes, those changes will not be lost. Simply press the “MODE/RESET” switch and release it while the “P.P.” is
displayed and the user will be placed back into the “Programming” mode. Step through the programming “Mode”
selections until you have returned to where you left. Continue making programming entries until you reach the last
programming “Mode” option.

The last programming entry option is the “SAve current settings” selection. Section 4.4 outlines the method to save
the edited program choices.

4.4 Saving Programmed Settings
At the completion of a programming session, the user has the option to save the settings to memory. The last
“Mode” selection during programming is the “SAve current settings” selection. The display will indicate as shown
in the box to right.

Releasing the “MODE/RESET” switch will display the “Item” option choice. The “no”
option means that no changes will be permanently saved. The “Go” option means that all
changes will be saved. The choices can be toggled by using the “SETPOINT” switches.
When ready to accept either “no” or “Go” simply press the “MODE/RESET” switch. The
display will then indicate the “??” as a last chance to change the storage choice.

Pressing the “MODE/RESET” switch again will store the settings programmed.

Pressing either “SETPOINT” switch will return the user to the “no / Go” choice.

4.5 Alarm Setting Information
Each level alarm can be defined as either increasing “High”, decreasing “Low”,
or BOV alarm types. An individual signal level alarm cannot be defined as both
“High” and “Low” for normal sensor or 4-20 mA input. An alarm relay can also
be defined as “OFF”, meaning it is not activate for any alarm.

An alarm can also be defined as a “BOV” alarm. The “BOV” alarm is based on
a window of acceptable DC voltages at the Intelligent Transmitter (iT100/200-
series) vibration module input where both a low and a high level of voltage
delineate the range of acceptable BOV. The BOV alarm is a special case where
the “Orange” will indicate an alarm where the BOV is outside the span setting
limit.

Save: 
   No: 
   Go: 
    ??: 

t.b.: 
4.2.: 

Figure 12 - BOV Level & Hysteresis
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The BOV setpoint (S.P. is 1.P., 2.P., or 3.P.) sets the center voltage for the BOV alarm span. The hysteresis (1.H.,
2.H., or 3.H.) defines the span of the alarm band. The BOV level and the hysteresis are set in integer values of DC
voltage.

NOTE: The BOV alarm is not operable when using the 4-20 mA input for a
signal.

Each alarm has individual settings for a time delay of the relay action. Once a defined alarm limt has been exceeded,
the delay timer counts. The alarm level must exceed the setting and remain beyond that setting for the entire
duration of the time delay. If, during the timer counting, the signal level returns to acceptable bounds before the time
delay expires, the alarm will not activate. It will be as if no alarm exceedance had occurred.

Each alarm also allows for setting a “hysteresis” value.
This can be useful where the signal being monitored can
have considerable variance, but the user wishes to
capture an alarm and hold it until the signal level
declines (for ‘high’ level alarms) to a much lower level
than that of the alarm level setting.

The time delay applies equally to the activation of an
alarm as well as the de-activation (clearing) of an alarm
relay. The time delays for activation and de-activation
can be individually set for each alarm.

The alarm relays in the iT401 are always de-energized
when in the “OFF” state. Even when the alarm relay is
defined as a “latching” relay, it will de-energize and clear if
there is a power failure.

4.6 Alarm Module Input Over-range
In the event of an input signal to the alarm module going over
the full-scale of 20 mA, the front panel display will flash to
indicate the over-range condition. If the module is set to
display the signal level as a percentage of full-scale, the
display will indicate a flashing “99” in the window. If the
module is set to show the 4-20 mA loop current in the display,
the display will indicate a flashing current of “20” to “25” depending on the value of the loop current (25 mA is the
maximum allowable loop current detection).

Figure 13 - Complex level alarm illustration

Figure 14 - Alarm Time Delay
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5.0 Maintenance and Troubleshooting
There is no maintenance the user can perform on the iT401 Alarm Module.

Table 1 - Error Codes and Explanations

Error Code
Displayed

Description of Error Recommended Action

E.1. No valid iT-series transmitter communications for
last 30 seconds

Check TBUS connection by gently ‘rocking’
the modules. Insure case is fully closed.

E.2. No valid 4-20mA input for last 30-seconds
(current input less than 3 mA during the last 30
seconds)

Check for 1-5 VDC at 4-20 connector

Verify position of J10 jumper

E.3. Remote-reset detected closed for greater than 60
seconds

Check reset contact closure

E.4. Mode-button detected held-in for greater than 60
seconds

Release button. If error continues, return
module to Wilcoxon Research

E.5. Setpoint Up-button detected held-in for greater
than 60 seconds

Release button. If error continues, return
module to Wilcoxon Research

E.6. Setpoint Down-button detected held-in for greater
than 60 seconds

Release button. If error continues, return
module to Wilcoxon Research

E.7. Internal watchdog timer timeout If error continues, return module to Wilcoxon
Research

E.8. Alarm relay 1 not detected in proper-state within
required time

Ensure power supply voltage is over 18 VDC

If error continues, return module to Wilcoxon
Research

E.9. Alarm relay 2 not detected in proper-state within
required time

Ensure power supply voltage is over 18 VDC

If error continues, return module to Wilcoxon
Research

E.A. Alarm relay 3 not detected in proper-state within
required time

Ensure power supply voltage is over 18 VDC

If error continues, return module to Wilcoxon
Research

E.B. User default memory write error EEPROM failed to store correctly

If error continues, return module to Wilcoxon
Research

NOTE: Errors can only be reset by removal of power from alarm module.

5.1 Displaying Serial Number and Manufacturing Date
While the iT401 is operating in the ‘normal’ mode the serial number and manufacturing date can be accessed.
Pressing the “UP” switch of the “SETPOINT” will force the iT401 to display the six-digit serial number in two-digit
sequences separated by a display of (--) double-dashes. (A serial number such as 987654 would be displayed in the
following sequence: 98, --, 76, --,54, --)
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The manufacturing date can be displayed in the same fashion by pressing the “DOWN” switch of the “SETPOINT”.
The manufacturing data and time will display in sequence separated by the (--) double-dashes. (The sequence will be
month, day, year, hour, minute as follows: MM, --, DD, --, YY, --, hh, --, mm)

6.0 Warranty
Wilcoxon Research (WR) offers a Warranty Service Plan for all WR-manufactured products.  Under this plan WR
will repair or replace any part or component that is not operating in accordance with published specifications.

This Warranty Service Plan does not include:

• Products improperly installed or calibrated.

• Products damaged, misused, or misapplied.

• Products not manufactured by WR.

• Unauthorized repairs or alterations.

• Neglect or accidents.

To receive service, contact WR for a Return Goods Authorization (RGA) number.  To assure delivery acceptance,
write the RGA number clearly and in an obvious place on the outside of the package containing the part or
component.  The RGA number should be referenced on all paperwork.  Shipment to WR must be prepaid by the
Customer.  After repair or replacement, WR will return the part or component to the Customer prepaid by WR.
Alternatively, the Customer may desire on-site work.  In such cases, the Customer may be required to pay travel and
per diem for service personnel.

This service is offered to the Customer at NO CHARGE for a period of five (5) years from shipment of the hardware
from the factory.  The period of this Warranty Service Plan may vary for specific models.  At the end of this period
the repair or replacement service shall be terminated.  Renewals of this basic plan will be available on selected
products.  The products must be recertified or repaired to original specifications by WR before the service
agreement can be renewed.  Wilcoxon’s liability for incidental and consequential damages is expressly excluded.
THIS WARRANTY SERVICE PLAN IS THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR CORRECTIONS OF IMPROPERLY
PERFORMING PARTS AND COMPONENTS.  NO WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE ARE GIVEN.  If full payment on the goods is not received by WR, this
Warranty Service Plan is null and void.

7.0 Technical Assistance
7.1 Technical Assistance
For technical assistance, please contact Wilcoxon’s Product Manager at 301-330-8811, FAX to 301-330-8873, or
email to techasst@wilcoxon.com.

7.2 Customer Service
To obtain a Return Goods Authorization (RGA) number, please contact customer service at 301-330-8811, or fax to
301-330-8873.
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APPENDIX A - PROGRAMMING CODES
This table has the programming modes and item selections in the sequence they appear during programming

MODE ITEM Definition Description of Programming Selection NOTES

P.P. Programming

Position

Appears on display when MODE/RESET is
first pressed. Indicates programming mode
will begin upon release of MODE/RESET
switch

S.i. Signal Input Appears on display for one (1) second, then
displays either t.b. or 4.2. (whichever is the
current setting)

t.b. T-BUS input Selects T-BUS connector as signal input. (do
NOT use this selection if using the 4-20 mA
input for signal)

Mfgr default

4.2. 4-20 mA input Selects the 4-20 mA connector pin for the
input signal

1.t. Alarm 1, Type

L.o. Low-going Activates when the signal decreases below
the set-point

H.i. High-going Activates when the signal increases above
the set-point

Mfgr default

b.o. B.O.V. Activates when the sensor DC Bias Output
Voltage moves outside the set band

(Valid only for signal input source as TBUS)

o.F. OFF Alarm 1 relay will not be active

1.P. Alarm 1, SetPoint

00-99 Alarm type L or H Set as Percentage (%) of Full-Scale Mfgr default: 50

00-24 Alarm type B.O. Set as an integer Voltage level

1.H. Alarm 1, Hysteresis Defines an alarm clearing ‘dead band’

00-99 Alarm type L or H Set as Percentage (%) of Full-Scale (setting
‘99’ results in relay being a ‘latching’ type)

Mfgr default: 0

00-24 Alarm type B.O. Set as an integer Voltage span (setting ‘24’
results in relay being a ‘latching’ type)

1.n. Alarm 1, On Delay Time delay before relay activates after level
excursion

00-99 Set as integer seconds of delay Mfgr default: 10

1.F. Alarm 1, Off Delay Time delay before relay de-activates after
returning below/above hysteresis level

00-99 Set as integer seconds of delay Mfgr default: 10

1.A. Alarm 1, Activate Manual activation of alarm (for test purposes)

o.n. Alarm 1 relay ON Manually set alarm 1 relay ‘ON’ [when in the
‘ON’ state, the normal ten (10) second time
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limit for switch activation is suspended]

o.F. Alarm 1 relay OFF Manual relay activation ‘OFF’

2.t. Alarm 2, Type

L.o. Low-going Activates when the signal decreases below
the set-point

H.i. High-going Activates when the signal increases above
the set-point

Mfgr default

b.o. B.O.V. Activates when the sensor DC Bias Output
Voltage moves outside the set band

(Valid only for signal input source as TBUS)

o.F. OFF Alarm 2 relay will not be active

2.P. Alarm 2, SetPoint

00-99 Alarm type L or H Set as Percentage (%) of Full-Scale Mfgr default: 50

00-24 Alarm type B.O. Set as an integer Voltage level

2.H. Alarm 2, Hysteresis Defines an alarm clearing ‘dead band’

00-99 Alarm type L or H Set as Percentage (%) of Full-Scale (setting
‘99’ results in relay being a ‘latching’ type)

Mfgr default: 0

00-24 Alarm type B.O. Set as an integer Voltage span (setting ‘24’
results in relay being a ‘latching’ type)

2.n. Alarm 2, On Delay Time delay before relay activates after level
excursion

00-99 Set as integer seconds of delay Mfgr default: 10

2.F. Alarm 2, Off Delay Time delay before relay de-activates after
returning below/above hysteresis level

00-99 Set as integer seconds of delay Mfgr default: 10

2.A. Alarm 2, Activate Manual activation of alarm (for test purposes)

o.n. Alarm 2 relay ON Manually set alarm 2 relay ‘ON’ [when in the
‘ON’ state, the normal ten (10) second time
limit for switch activation is suspended]

o.F. Alarm 2 relay OFF Manual relay activation ‘OFF’

3.t. Alarm 3, Type

L.o. Low-going Activates when the signal decreases below
the set-point

H.i. High-going Activates when the signal increases above
the set-point

Mfgr default

b.o. B.O.V. Activates when the sensor DC Bias Output
Voltage moves outside the set band

(Valid only for signal input source as TBUS)

o.F. OFF Alarm 3 relay will not be active
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3.P. Alarm 3, SetPoint

00-99 Alarm type L or H Set as Percentage (%) of Full-Scale Mfgr default: 50

00-24 Alarm type B.O. Set as an integer Voltage level

3.H. Alarm 3, Hysteresis Defines an alarm clearing ‘dead band’

00-99 Alarm type L or H Set as Percentage (%) of Full-Scale (setting
‘99’ results in relay being a ‘latching’ type)

Mfgr default: 0

00-24 Alarm type B.O. Set as an integer Voltage span (setting ‘24’
results in relay being a ‘latching’ type)

3.n. Alarm 3, On Delay Time delay before relay activates after level
excursion

00-99 Set as integer seconds of delay Mfgr default: 10

3.F. Alarm 3, Off Delay Time delay before relay de-activates after
returning below/above hysteresis level

00-99 Set as integer seconds of delay Mfgr default: 10

3.A. Alarm 3, Activate Manual activation of alarm (for test purposes)

o.n. Alarm 3 relay ON Manually set alarm 3 relay ‘ON’ [when in the
‘ON’ state, the normal ten (10) second time
limit for switch activation is suspended]

o.F. Alarm 3 relay OFF Manual relay activation ‘OFF’ Mfg

F.A. Failure Alarm Determines relay to activate when a module
failure is detected

n.o. No relay activates Mfgr default

A.1. Relay 1 Activate

A.2. Relay 2 Activates

A.3. Relay 3 Activates

A.L. All Relays Activate

F.r. Failure Relay Reset Determines relay to forcibly reset when a
module failure is detected

n.o. No relay resets Mfgr default

A.1. Relay 1 resets

A.2. Relay 2 resets

A.3. Relay 3 resets

A.L. All Relays reset

d.i. Display Units Set two-digit LED display units

o.o. Percent Sets display as % of full-scale Mfgr default

4.2. 4-20 mA Sets display as loop milliAmp (integer)

O.S. Output Simulate User can set the output current of the 4-20
mA output (when enabled by internal jumper)

03-21, Selects current Set from 3 mA (03) to 21 mA (21), or can be
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or o.F. turned off (o.F.)

r.d. Restore Default Resets iT401 settings to factory default

n.o. Do Not restore Keep settings from programming session
(toggle using ‘setpoint’ select using ‘mode’)

G.o. Restore Returns all programming settings to factory
default settings (toggle using ‘setpoint’ select
using ‘mode’)

?.?. Save confirm Pressing ‘mode’ when “?.?.” is displayed will
set selection chosen above, pressing
‘setpoint’ will return to above toggle
selections

S.A. Save Programming See manual section 4.4

n.o. Do Not restore Keep settings from programming session
(toggle using ‘setpoint’ select using ‘mode’)

G.o. Restore Returns all programming settings to factory
default settings (toggle using ‘setpoint’ select
using ‘mode’)

?.?. Save confirm Pressing ‘mode’ when “?.?.” is displayed will
set selection chosen above, pressing
‘setpoint’ will return to above toggle
selections
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APPENDIX B - Programming Worksheet Guide
Mode Item Setting Default Description

S.i. t.b. or 4.2. t.b. Selects the input to be from the T-BUS or the 4-20 mA
connector pin

1.t. Lo, Hi, bo Hi Alarm Type as Low, High, or BOV

1.P. 00-99, 00-24 50 Alarm Trip Point (level) as % for signal, voltage for BOV

1.H. 00-99, 00-24 0 Hysteresis as Level, % for signal, voltage for BOV

1.n. 00-99 10 Time Delay for relay activation in seconds

1.F. 00-99 10 Time Delay for relay de-activation in seconds

1.A. o.n. or o.F. Manual activation of relay, toggles relay for testing purposes

2.t. Lo, Hi, bo Hi Alarm Type as Low, High, or BOV

2.P. 00-99, 00-24 50 Alarm Trip Point (level) as % for signal, voltage for BOV

2.H. 00-99, 00-24 0 Hysteresis as Level, % for signal, voltage for BOV

2.n. 00-99 10 Time Delay for relay activation in seconds

2.F. 00-99 10 Time Delay for relay de-activation in seconds

2.A. o.n. or o.F. Manual activation of relay, toggles relay for testing purposes

3.t. Lo, Hi, bo Hi Alarm Type as Low, High, or BOV

3.P. 00-99, 00-24 50 Alarm Trip Point (level) as % for signal, voltage for BOV

3.H. 00-99, 00-24 0 Hysteresis as Level, % for signal, voltage for BOV

3.n. 00-99 10 Time Delay for relay activation in seconds

3.F. 00-99 10 Time Delay for relay de-activation in seconds

3.A. o.n. or o.F. Manual activation of relay, toggles relay for testing purposes

F.A. n.o., A.1-A.L. n.o. Activates relay(s) in the event of modules failure

F.r. n.o., A.1-A.L. n.o. Forcibly resets (clears) alarm relay(s) on module failure

d.i. o.o. or 4.2. o.o. Selects display as % full-scale or the 4-20 loop current

o.S. o.F., 03-21 o.F. Simulates 4-20 mA output loop (when enabled by jumper)

r.d. n.o. or G.o. Restore factory default settings

S.A. n.o. or G.o. Save user-programmed settings to memory
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APPENDIX C - Additional Display & Programming
Notes

Error Codes:
E.1. No valid iT-series transmitter communications for last 30-seconds

(only enabled if unit is set for TBUS-mode signal input)

E.2. No valid 4-20mA input for last 30-seconds
(only enabled if unit is set for 4-20-mode signal input)
(4-20 input must be lower than 3mA for last 30-seconds)
(check position of internal jumper J10)

E.3. Remote-reset detected held-in for >60-seconds

E.4. Mode-button detected held-in for >60-seconds

E.5. Up-button detected held-in for >60-seconds

E.6. Down-button detected held-in for >60-seconds

E.7. Internal watchdog timeout
(return alarm module to Wilcoxon if problem keeps occurring)

E.8. Relay K1 not detected in proper-state within required time
(check power supply, ensure >18VDC)
(return alarm module to Wilcoxon if problem keeps occurring)

E.9. Relay K2 not detected in proper-state within required time
(check power supply, ensure >18VDC)
(return alarm module to Wilcoxon if problem keeps occurring)

E.A. Relay K3 not detected in proper-state within required time
(check power supply, ensure >18VDC)
(return alarm module to Wilcoxon if problem keeps occurring)

E.b. User default memory write error
(return alarm module to Wilcoxon if problem keeps occurring)

Note: Errors can only be reset by removal of power from alarm module

Programming Mode:
P.P. Entering programming mode

(left-column only displayed while holding-in Mode-Button)
(“5.i.” displayed after releasing Mode-Button)

S.i. Source for signal input
4.2. 4-20mA input currently selected
t.b. TBUS data (from iT-series transmitter) currently selected
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1.t. Alarm#1, Type of alarm
L.o. Alarm activates when 4-20mA signal is lower than trip-point
H.i. Alarm activates when 4-20mA signal is higher than trip-point
b.o. Alarm activates when BOV is outside of hysteresis range
o.F. Alarm has no function (always off except for error setting)
Note: b.o. only displays if S.i. (source) is set for TBUS data

1.P. Alarm#1, trip-Point (%)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0% or 0V
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99%
24 Maximum programmable setting, 24V

Programmable to any percentage between 00 and 99 for H.i. or L.o.
Programmable to any integer voltage between 00 and 24 for b.o.

1.H. Alarm#1, Hysteresis (allowable operation span from trip-point)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0% or 0V
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99%
24 Maximum programmable setting, 24V

Programmable to any percentage between 00 and 99 for H.i. or L.o.
Programmable to any integer voltage between 00 and 24 for b.o.

1.n. Alarm#1, Alarm turn-on delay (fault must exist for this time to activate)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0-seconds
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99-seconds

Programmable to any integer second between 00 and 99
Note: Internal signal interrogation takes 1-second, so actual

delay is 01-second to 100-seconds after fault

1.F. Alarm#1, Alarm turn-off delay (fault must clear for this time to reset)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0-seconds
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99-seconds

Programmable to any integer second between 00 and 99
Note: Internal signal interrogation takes 1-second, so actual

delay is 01-second to 100-seconds after no-fault condition

1.A. Alarm#1, Manually activate alarm
o.n. Alarm#1 is manually-activated
o.F. Alarm#1 is not manually-activated

Note: Alarm will be on or off based on current state of alarm (allowing scroll-
through programming without changing state).  Alarm will be left on
or off until the end of programming-mode

2.t. Alarm#2, Type of alarm
L.o. Alarm activates when 4-20mA signal is lower than trip-point
H.i. Alarm activates when 4-20mA signal is higher than trip-point
b.o. Alarm activates when BOV is outside of hysteresis range
o.F. Alarm has no function (always off except for error setting)
Note: b.o. only displays if S.i. (source) is set for TBUS data

2.P. Alarm#2, trip-Point (%)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0%  or 0V
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99%
24 Maximum programmable setting, 24V

Programmable to any percentage between 00 and 99 for H.i. or L.o.
Programmable to any integer voltage between 00 and 24 for b.o.

2.H. Alarm#2, Hysteresis (allowable operation span from trip-point)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0%  or 0V
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99 Maximum programmable setting, 99%
24 Maximum programmable setting, 24V

Programmable to any percentage between 00 and 99 for H.i. or L.o.
Programmable to any integer voltage between 00 and 24 for b.o.

2.n. Alarm#2, Alarm turn-on delay (fault must exist for this time to activate)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0-seconds
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99-seconds

Programmable to any integer second between 00 and 99
Note: Internal signal interrogation takes 1-second, so actual

delay is 01-second to 100-seconds after fault

2.F. Alarm#2, Alarm turn-off delay (fault must clear for this time to reset)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0-seconds
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99-seconds

Programmable to any integer second between 00 and 99
Note: Internal signal interrogation takes 1-second, so actual

delay is 01-second to 100-seconds after no-fault condition

2.A. Alarm#2, Manually activate alarm
o.n. Alarm#1 is manually-activated
o.F. Alarm#1 is not manually-activated

Note: Alarm will be on or off based on current state of alarm (allowing scroll-
through programming without changing state).  Alarm will be left on
or off until the end of programming-mode

3.t. Alarm#3, Type of alarm
L.o. Alarm activates when 4-20mA signal is lower than trip-point
H.i. Alarm activates when 4-20mA signal is higher than trip-point
b.o. Alarm activates when BOV is outside of hysteresis range
o.F. Alarm has no function (always off except for error setting)
Note: b.o. only displays if S.i. (source) is set for TBUS data

3.P. Alarm#3, trip-Point (%)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0%  or 0V
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99%
24 Maximum programmable setting, 24V

Programmable to any percentage between 00 and 99 for H.i. or L.o.
Programmable to any integer voltage between 00 and 24 for b.o.

3.H. Alarm#3, Hysteresis (allowable operation span from trip-point)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0%  or 0V
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99%
24 Maximum programmable setting, 24V

Programmable to any percentage between 00 and 99 for H.i. or L.o.
Programmable to any integer voltage between 00 and 24 for b.o.

3.n. Alarm#3, Alarm turn-on delay (fault must exist for this time to activate)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0-seconds
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99-seconds

Programmable to any integer second between 00 and 99
Note: Internal signal interrogation takes 1-second, so actual

delay is 01-second to 100-seconds after fault

3.F. Alarm#3, Alarm turn-off delay (fault must clear for this time to reset)
00 Minimum programmable setting, 0-seconds
99 Maximum programmable setting, 99-seconds

Programmable to any integer second between 00 and 99
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Note: Internal signal interrogation takes 1-second, so actual
delay is 01-second to 100-seconds after no-fault condition

3.A. Alarm#3, Manually activate alarm
o.n. Alarm#1 is manually-activated
o.F. Alarm#1 is not manually-activated

Note: Alarm will be on or off based on current state of alarm (allowing scroll-
through programming without changing state).  Alarm will be left on
or off until the end of programming-mode

F.A. Failure alarm activation selection
n.o. No alarm activates in the event of a failure
A.1. Alarm#1 activates in the event of a failure (internal or external)
A.2. Alarm#2 activates in the event of a failure (internal or external)
A.3. Alarm#3 activates in the event of a failure (internal or external)
A.L. All alarms activate in the event of a failure (internal or external)

Note: In the event of an internal or external failure, the selected alarm will
activate (if the failure isn’t catastrophic).  An error code will be displayed
if the module is still functional.  Error codes or failure alarms can only be
reset by removing power.

F.r. Failure alarm reset selection
n.o. No alarm is forcibly reset in the event of a failure
A.1. Alarm#1 is forcibly reset during a failure (internal or external)
A.2. Alarm#2 is forcibly reset during a failure (internal or external)
A.3. Alarm#3 is forcibly reset during a failure (internal or external)
A.L. All alarms are reset in the event of a failure

Note: Only options not contradicting setpoints for “F.A.” are shown
Note: In the event of an internal or external failure, the selected

alarm will reset (if the failure isn’t catastrophic)
Note: an alarm that is not selected for failure-activation or failure-

reset, will remain in the state it was before the failure

d.i. Display % or 4-20mA
o.o. Normal operation shows integer %-of-full-scale, 00-to-99 (default)
4.2. Normal operation shows input signal in terms of integer 4-20mA

o.S. Output simulation
o.F. 4-20mA output off (default)
03. 4-20mA minimum output setpoint (3mA)
21. 4-20mA maximum output setpoint (21mA)

Programmable to any integer mA between 03 and 21
Note: Output of a 3-21mA current requires internal jumper J10 to be in the

“output” position, and requires the module be assembled with certain
required components (not all modules are assembled with
“Redundant 4-20mA Output Capability).  Check your documentation
to see which model you purchased, or look for the existence of U6
and Q11 (located below jumper J10).  Only units with U6 and Q11
have 4-20mA output capability

Note: 4-20mA output, if changed, will remain constant until unit exits
programming mode and returns to normal program execution
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r.d. Restore MFG defaults
n.o. Do not restore manufacturer programming defaults (default)
G.o. Restore manufacturer defaults

?.?. Are you sure??
Note: “?.?.” is displayed after pressing Mode-Button if “G.o.” was last-selected

option.  Pressing Mode-Button while “?.?.” is displayed will execute
current selection and return unit to normal operation.  Pressing the Up-
Button or Down-Button will return to “n.o.” programming position.

Note: Pressing Mode-Button while “?.?.” is displayed will return unit to
manufacturer-defaults, setting both operation and user-programmed
setpoints back to default settings.  User should re-examine all
programming modes to ensure proper module operation.

S.A. Save current User defaults
n.o. Do not permanently save User programmed defaults (default)
G.o. Save User defaults

?.?. Are you sure??
Note: “?.?.” is displayed after pressing Mode-Button if “G.o.” was last-selected

option.  Pressing Mode-Button while “?.?.” is displayed will permanently
store all user setpoints to non-volatile memory.  Pressing the Up-Button
or Down-Button will return to “n.o.” programming position.  The module
will return to normal operation after saving defaults.

Note: Saving User defaults is not a requirement, the module will retain any
changes made during programming for as long as the unit is powered,
and returns to normal program execution after 10-seconds of button
inactivity (except where noted above).  Simply remove and re-apply
power to the module to return programming to the last saved User
configuration, or select item “r.d.” to restore manufacturer defaults.

Normal Module Operation:
00 minimum 0% of full-scale signal
99 maximum 99% (or greater) of full-scale signal
xx integer xx% of full-scale signal from 00% to 99%

04. (typical) minimum zero-scale, 4mA (note right decimal point)
20. (typical) maximum full-scale, 20mA (note right decimal point)
xx. integer xxmA signal, from 00. to 25.


